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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sweden’s Outpost24 AB Expands Global Presence, New Office in Finland

Outpost24 AB now targeting customers in technology rich Finland.

KARLSKRONA, Sweden – September 24, 2007 – Outpost24 AB, the Technology Leader in On-Demand Vulnerability
Management solutions, today announced that it has opened an office in the commercial center of Finland. This is the
fourth office for Outpost24 in the Scandinavian markets. Outpost24 AB is the only international On-Demand Vulnerability
Management solution provider to have a local presence in Finland.

Outpost24 AB’s move into Finland reinforces its leadership position in global Vulnerability Management, and is in
keeping with the company’s objective to provide its customers with local support and service.

Robert E. Lee, Chief Security Officer of Outpost24 AB was quoted as saying:

”The Finnish market is very forward thinking and strongly embraces Information Technology. Outpost24’s
proactive IT security solutions are therefore in high demand. By establishing a local presence, we hope to
capitalize on this demand, providing the highest level of support and service possible.”

Timo Rinta was called on to be the Country Manager in Finland for Outpost24. Mr. Rinta is the former CEO of the
media company Stellatum Ltd, IT service provider Otaverkko Ltd and The Finnish Cable TV Association. He has been
the publisher of the IT trade magazine TestIT, media technology magazine Visio and data security and IT security issues
covering Tietosuoja.

”IT security threats are more and more global.” says Timo Rinta, Outpost24 Country Manager for Finland.
”We are proud to offer all Finnish companies and authorities the expertise of the international Outpost24 team
and to provide our customers with the leading technology solutions that help them stay one step ahead.”

About Outpost24 AB
Outpost24 AB is the technology leader in on-demand security risk and compliance management solutions. Outpost24 AB
delivers these solutions in a Software-as-a-Service (OUTSCAN R©) or Appliance (HIAB R©) form factor. OUTSCAN R© and
HIAB R© help organizations stay One Step Ahead of their security problems. OUTSCAN R© can be used to ensure compliance
with policies and regulations. OUTSCAN R© can also be used by partners to expand their managed security offerings and
enhance their consulting services. Outpost24 AB’s on-demand solutions are deployed in a matter of hours anywhere in
the world, providing customers an immediate view of their security and compliance posture. OUTSCAN R© is the widest
deployed security on-demand solution in Europe, performing scans for over 1000 customers last year.

For more information, please visit http://www.outpost24.com
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